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Abstract

Primitive-based Crack Synthesis with Guidance Vector

Field

Cracks are common phenomenons in the real world. They effectively

demonstrate deformations of surfaces caused by force impacts or weathering

effects. In general, crack rendering techniques are based on physically based

simulations. However, they require too much computational cost, and it is hard

to obtain user-intended and non-physical crack patterns. We present a synthesis

based crack rendering method using crack primitive images and guidance vector

fields. We use the guidance vector fields which are randomized by Perlin noise

to guide propagation of crack paths. We create crack patterns by connecting the

crack primitive images following the paths. To create more various patterns, we

employ the path branching algorithm. We combine the crack patterns into one

height map and convert it to a normal map. Finally, we blend it with the base

normal map seamlessly using Poisson blending. Our algorithm can synthesize

plausible and realistic crack patterns without high computational cost. Also our

algorithm provides sufficient controls for users to create various user-intended

crack patters.

Keywords: crack, height map, normal map, primitive, synthesis
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1. Introduction

A crack is a fracture which is created on a surface when it receives stress

from force impacts or weathering effects. In the real world, a crack is a

common and natural phenomenon. Cracks can be found on surfaces of natural

objects (such as rocks and ground) or artificial objects (such as walls, roads,

and pavements). Surfaces show various and unique crack patterns depending on

characteristics of force impacts and their materials.

In computer graphics and image processing, crack rendering is an important

topic since it effectively demonstrates deformations of surfaces. It shows

changes of old and damaged surface, and renders landscapes more realistic and

natural. The crack rendering techniques are applied to various fields such as 3D

animation and video game industries. There are many examples of the crack

rendering to show realistic effects of earthquakes and destructions, or fractured

surfaces of old buildings and pavements. Figure 1 shows the typical examples of

scenes where the crack rendering techniques are used.

Figure 1. Examples of crack rendering in real-time video games and 3D animations.
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Generally, crack rendering techniques use physically based simulations. Many

researchers tried to explain fractures in physical manners. There are two general

categories of physically based approaches to render realistic cracks and

fractures: Mass-spring methods [1-4] where a surface is a set of particles with

mass and springs connecting them, and finite element methods (FEM) [5-10]

where a surface is a set of finite primitives. The physically based simulations

are the most accurate ways to render realistic and physically correct cracks.

However, these methods often demand huge computational cost. Also, it is hard

to create user-intended crack patterns intuitively from these methods, because of

their highly complicated simulation processes and computations of physical

relationships between all objects. This limitations make it difficult to create even

a simple custom crack pattern.

To avoid these limitations, alternative synthesis-based approaches are

presented. Synthesis-based approaches render crack patterns without physically

based simulations and complicated computation processes. We categorize the

synthesis-based methods into two groups: Procedural methods [11-15] (also

known as geometry-based methods) and example-based methods [16-19].

Procedural methods are approaches which minimally consider physical factors

and computations. They rely on non-physical (or less-physical) algorithms and

tools that create a crack-like patterns. Although results of procedural methods

are not physically correct, they sufficiently “look” like cracks. Example-based

methods are approaches to emulate cracks and fractures in the real world from

example images. Example-based methods extract features of cracks from

example images to synthesize new crack patterns. Also, there are hybrid

methods which have characteristics of both physically based simulations and
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synthesis-based algorithms [14, 19]. Synthesis-based methods demand less

computational cost, and provide more controls to users. They make it much

easier to render custom user-intended and visually natural cracks. However,

synthesis-based approaches are suitable for only limited situations and cannot be

used for general crack rendering.

We present a primitive-based crack synthesis method motivated by

synthesis-based approaches. We use several crack primitive images to generate

various crack patterns. A primitive image is an example image such as pictures

of cracks in the real world, or artificially designed crack patterns. One strand of

crack is created by a synthesizing process where the crack primitive images are

seamlessly connected by following a pre-computed crack propagation path. The

propagation path starts travelling at its start point, and follows direction vectors

of a guidance vector field, which is a vector field that has directions of crack

propagation. A pattern of the guidance vector field is initially defined as a

simple linear or radial pattern, and randomized by Perlin noise [20] to create

realistic and natural crack patterns. Each crack has a set of parameters that

determine appearance and complexity of the crack. Additionally, one strand of

crack can be branched over the propagation. The branched child crack strands

have their own set of parameters, and they are propagated independently. The

propagation paths of the branches are also randomly distorted by the guidance

vector field. Finally, all generated crack strands are combined into one crack

height map. The height map is applied to a 3D model surface as a normal map.

Our main contribution is summarized as: A new synthesis-based crack

generating algorithm using various crack primitive images and guidance vector

fields. Our algorithm can be a flexible and intuitive tool for crack rendering.
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We first discuss related works of crack rendering, including physically-based

approaches and synthesis-based approaches in section 2. Next, we present detail

step by step descriptions of our algorithm in section 3. In section 4, we

demonstrate result images of our method, and analyze how parameters affect to

results of crack synthesis. We conclude this paper presenting limitations and

future works of our method in the last section.
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2. Related Works

We classify crack rendering researches roughly into two classes: Physically

based simulations and synthesis-based methods. In this section, We present

related works of these two mainstreams. Figure 2 shows the mainstreams of

crack rendering techniques.

2.1 Physically Based Simulation

Physically based simulations are the most general approaches of crack

rendering. This methods thoroughly simulate crack generation, fully considering

physical characteristics of objects. They can create very realistic crack patterns.

There are two general approximations of physical system for physically based

simulation: Mass-spring model and finite element method. Figure 3 shows

simple illustrations of the two approaches.

Mass-spring model is one of the main approach of physically based

simulations, where an object is approximated to a finite set of particles with

mass which are connected by springs each other. Mass-spring models were

general and common approaches for many early crack generating

algorithms[1-4].
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Figure 2. Two mainstreams of crack rendering: Physically based simulation (top)

including mass-spring model and finite element method (FEM), and synthesis-based

method (bottom) including procedural method and example-based method.

They are the simplest approaches among physically based simulations of

cracks rendering. They demand less computational cost than other physically

based approaches. However, they are not able to simulate some important

material properties and mechanical behaviors such as stress-strain relationship.
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Figure 3. Descriptions of two approaches of physically based methods for simulation

of deformation: mess-spring model (top) and finite element method (bottom).

In order to solve this problems, alternative approaches called finite element

methods were presented. The finite element methods are advanced approaches to

simulate deformations of objects which are solid or ductile. This approaches

divide an object into multiple disjoint primitives as nodes (tetrahedrons are

commonly chosen as the primitives) and solve a set of algebraic equations in

terms of the nodes. The finite element methods can account most of problems

of the conventional mass-spring models. They are now considered as the most
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general and suitable approaches for physically based simulations. Many

researches and simulations of crack and deformation [5-10] use this approaches.

The physically based simulations are the most accurate methods to render

realistic cracks. However, most of methods based on the physically based

simulations have too complicated models. They have a lot of variables and

parameters affecting physical processes, so they often demand huge

computational cost. In addition, it is hard to obtain user-intended crack patterns

intuitively since it is impossible to precisely predict where each parameter

changes. These limitations led to appearance of synthesis-based methods which

are much comfortable to use and provide more controls to users.

2.2 Synthesis-Based Method

In contrast to physically based simulations, synthesis-based methods rely

less on physical processes. The synthesis-based methods can be classified into

two categories: Procedural methods [11-15] and example-based methods [16-19].

Figure 4 shows differences of these two approaches.
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Figure 4. Descriptions of two approaches of synthesis-based methods: Procedural method

(top) and example-based method (bottom).

The procedural methods minimally consider physical processes. They use

special algorithms which can synthesize non-physical but sufficiently plausible

and realistic crack patterns. For example, Martinet [11] presented a procedural

method for modeling cracks on solid objects. Their algorithm uses a constructive

tree to combine skeletal surfaces and triangle meshes for crack modeling. Wyvill

[12] presented a method to synthesize crack patterns of batik wax painting.

They observed characteristics of batik paintings and designed an algorithm to

generate cracks which are similar to cracks on the paintings. Mould [13]

presented a simple method which uses Voronoi diagram as a structure of a
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crack pattern, and a guidance image as a base of crack generation. Their result

crack patterns are not physically realistic, but they are sufficiently plausible and

natural. In addition, Mould’s method can change the appearance of crack patterns

by replacing the guidance image. Valette [14] used a hybrid method which

combines physical and non-physical processes to synthesize cracks. They first

pre-computed a crack pattern using a procedural methods such as stochastic

model or Voronoi structure. Then they applied physical-based processes to the

crack pattern. Müller [15] used pre-computed crack patterns to facilitate dynamic

deformation of 3D objects. Their method can render realistic crack patterns in

real-time. Synthesis-based methods require lower computational and they are

much more easier to control parameters and shapes of crack patterns. However,

since they depend on special algorithms, the results are sometimes monotonous

and less flexible. Besides, while the physically based simulations can be use at

any circumstances, the procedural methods work in limited circumstances.

The example-based methods use example images to mimic cracks and

fractures in the real world or to guide crack rendering processes. For example,

Wang [11] extracted several features from surfaces of trees. Then they

classified the features into several categories such as bark fracture, iron bark,

and lenticel. Then they generated a height map from the features and applied it

to a tree mesh as a texture. Hsieh [12] presented a simple approach to vectorize

an example crack image and extract a crack pattern in the form of a graph.

The graph is projected onto a surface and rendered using normal mapping. Lu

[13] extracted some factors affecting crack rendering processes as parameters.

Then they controlled the parameters to demonstrate the spatial and temporal

changes of crack patterns. Glondu [14] used an example crack pattern image of
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a fractured surface in the real world to guide physically based simulation.

Although the example-based methods have limited flexibility and applicability,

they can synthesize sufficiently plausible and realistic cracks.

2.3 Our Method

Our method is one of the example-based methods since we use pre-defined

crack primitive images as examples of cracks. Our method is also related with

procedural methods since we use guidance vector fields to guide crack

propagation processes. Our method does not demand high computational cost,

and facilitates synthesis of user-intended crack patterns by using various crack

primitive images.
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3. Algorithm

Our crack synthesis algorithm requires some user inputs including starting

points, a direction vector field, and several crack primitive images with their

unique parameters. The result of our algorithm is a synthesized crack height

map image. The process of our synthesis algorithm consists of 4 stages:

Generating a guidance vector field using Perlin noise [15], synthesizing crack

propagation paths following the vector field, synthesizing strands of crack by

connecting crack primitive images, and combining the cracks into one complete

crack height map.

3.1 Propagation Guidance Vector Field

The guidance vector field is a vector field that guides propagation of crack

patterns. The paths of crack propagation are created on the vector field. Crack

primitive images are connected from start points to end points of the paths. The

guidance vector field has two-dimensional direction vectors which have x and y

components. It covers whole image space where cracks are propagated and

synthesized.

Initial directions of the crack propagations are given as user inputs. Since

the initial directions are too simple to synthesize crack patterns realistically, we

employ Perlin noise to distort all direction vectors on the guidance vector field
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randomly. Perlin noise is a kind of coherent noise whose value changes

randomly but periodically. It is controlled by parameters such as time or

position. Figure 5 shows the examples of visualized perlin noise. Because of its

periodic and continuous behavior, many algorithms in computer graphics employ

it to obtain natural randomness. For example, Bridson [21] used Perlin noise for

his model to calculate flow speed of fluid.

The value of Perlin noise changes periodically by the pixel’s position on the

image space. It changes –1 to 1 on the entire vector field. The period of Perlin

noise is inversely proportional to its frequency. The more the frequency

increases, the more often the value of noise changes. Based on this observation,

we control complexity of crack patterns by adjusting the frequency of Perlin

noise as a parameter.

Figure 5. Comparison of results of Perlin noise whose frequency is 4 (left), 8

(middle) and 16 (right).
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We employ Perlin noise to rotate direction vectors on the guidance vector

field. All direction vectors on the vector field are rotated in clockwise (or

counterclockwise) direction. The rotation angle is controlled by the value of

Perlin noise at each pixel. Then direction vectors on the vector field are

randomly distorted. This process make the direction vectors more natural

without losing their original tendency of direction. Figure 6 shows examples of

the process of generating guidance vector fields.

Figure 6. Initial vector fields (a), Perlin noises (b), the vector fields randomized by

the Perlin noises (c), and the vector fields visualized as color images (d). The vector

fields have different frequencies, whose value is 2 (top) and 8 (bottom).
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It demonstrates that a vector field with low frequency is smoothly changed,

on the other hand a vector field with high frequency is sharply distorted. A

direction vector  for each pixel on the final guidance vector field is defined as

this equation.

  ∙

Where  is an initial direction vector,  is a 2×2 rotation matrix with

degree ,  is a value of Perlin noise with frequency , and  is a

rotation coefficient which control rotation range of direction vectors. It is limited

from 0 to 1. If  increases, direction vectors on the vector field rotate more. If

 is one, direction vectors can rotate up to 180 degree, while if  is zero,

direction vectors do not rotate.

We create several guidance vector fields with different frequencies and

patterns to create various cracks. They allow cracks to have unique patterns

and propagation paths.
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3.2 Crack Propagation Path

After the guidance vector field is generated, the algorithm starts the process

to generate a crack propagation path as the next step. The main algorithm of

this process is as follows: A starting point of crack propagation is set on the

vector field. A pointer of crack propagation path moves from the starting point

following direction vectors on the vector field. If the pointer moves over the

threshold of distance or leaves the vector field, the pointer stops traveling and

one crack propagation path is created. Figure 7 shows the overall process of

travelling of a crack propagation path.

Figure 7. A crack propagation path following direction vectors in a guidance vector

field.

The ideal situation is where the image space and the guidance vector field

are continuous. In the continuous image space, every points on the space can

move to every directions, and every positions nearby. The crack propagation

path is able to follow exact directions of the guidance vector field, and becomes
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a continuous and flawless curve.

However, the image space and the guidance vector field of our algorithm are

discrete. They have finite size and pixels. All pixels of the image space are

treated as tiny square dots in the grid structure. Each pixel has only four

neighbor pixels which are in north, south, west, and east direction. In this

circumstance, we cannot employ the generation algorithm of crack propagation

path directly. The simplest method to propagate the path on the discrete space

is approximating all moving directions of propagation to the basic four

directions. A direction vector on the vector field is approximated to the nearest

direction among the four directions. For instance, the direction of 1 o’clock is

approximated to the direction of north. Figure 8 illustrates the naive

approximation method.

Figure 8. Direction vectors approximated by naive approximation. The direction vector

(a) pointing 10 o’clock position is approximated to west direction, and (b) pointing 11

o’clock position is approximated to north direction.
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This approach has unacceptable limitations. Since each point on the image

space can move to directions roughly approximated to only four directions,

flexibility of the crack propagation is severely limited and the propagation path

has sharp and stiff shapes. Moreover, if the direction vectors in the guidance

vector field show small changes, the propagation path becomes a straight line,

without any effect of the randomized direction vectors. Figure 9 demonstrates

the problem of naive approximation. This is not a desirable situation to create a

natural curved propagation path and a realistic crack pattern.
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Figure 9. A guidance vector fields which is continuous (left) and a discrete version

approximated by naive approximation (right). Each vector field creates a crack propagation

path (bottom). The propagation path of the continuous vector field shows a smooth curve.

On the other hand, the propagation path of discrete vector field shows a sharp and stiff

pattern.

To solve this problem, we employ propagation costs. A propagation cost is a

variable representing a cost to move specific direction. All four directions on the

vector field have propagation costs. The pointer of the propagation path chooses

the direction which has the lowest propagation cost with the highest priority.

Here is the algorithm to create a crack propagation path. First, propagation
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costs of all directions are initialized as 1 at the start point. Then the costs

decrease by the value of a direction vector of the guidance vector field at this

position. The propagation path moves to a direction which has the highest

priority. (the lowest cost) If a propagation path moves to the direction, the

propagation cost of that direction increases. The propagation path travels until it

reached maximum distance or edges of image space, continuously changing the

propagation costs. This algorithm can create a smooth and natural curve

following the guidance vector field even in the discrete image space. Figure 10

shows the process of this propagation algorithm.

Figure 10. The process of moving pointer of crack propagation path using propagation

costs. In (a), all propagation costs are initialized as 1. The costs are reduced by

direction vector of guidance vector field in (b). Next step in (c) the pointer moves to

the direction which have the lowest cost and add 1 to the cost of the selected direction.

We can define a propagation direction vector  to move the pointer at th

stage as this equation.
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Where  is a one of the basic directions (north, south, east, west) and


 is the cost of direction  at th stage. This equation means that the

moving direction to the next position is a direction which has minimum cost

value.

In this procedure, an inertia coefficient is used as a parameter to adjust the

propagation path. The inertia coefficient affects to changing rate of propagation

direction. We use the inertia coefficient to control rate of decrease of

propagation costs. The higher the inertia coefficient is, the less propagation

costs decrease. The range of the inertial coefficient is 0 to 1. We define the

relation between a current propagation cost and a next propagation cost as

following equation.


  

  
∙ 


  ⟨ ⟩

Where  is the inertial coefficient, angle brackets (⟨,⟩) denote inner
product of two-dimensional vectors, and  is a direction vector of the vector
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field on the position of the pointer at the th stage.

3.3 Connecting Crack Primitive Images

We synthesize one strand of crack pattern by placing and connecting crack

primitive images on the crack propagation path. The crack propagation pointer

whose trail is equivalent to a crack propagation path, travels following the path

from the starting point of the path on the vector field. It pauses travelling when

moving distance is equal to height of the primitive images. Then it set

connecting points to the position of the pointer and resumes moving. This

process is iterated until the pointer goes over maximum moving distance or

beyond the guidance vector field. When the traversal is over, crack primitive

images placed at intervals of each connecting point on the propagation path.

Each primitive image is connected seamlessly with adjacent primitives at its

head (top center) and tail. (bottom center) As a result of this process, one

strand of crack is created. Figure 11 shows the process of connecting crack

primitive images to create one strand of crack. In (a) of the figure 11, ‘x’

shaped marks are the connection points.
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Figure 11. A propagation path of crack on the guidance vector field (a), connection

points on the path in (b), and a completely synthesized crack (c).

3.4 Crack Propagation Path Branching

We implement a branching algorithm for the process of generating crack

propagation paths to synthesize more various and extensible crack patterns. The

branching algorithm allows a crack propagation path to create new branches.

The process of the algorithm is as follows: First, a variable named branch cost

is initially set to a certain user-defined constant value at a start point of a

crack propagation path. Then, the pointer of the propagation path starts

travelling. While the pointer moves on the vector field, the branch cost

decreasing continuously. The decreasing rate of branch cost is affected by

values of Perlin noise. When the pointer stops to set new connecting point, the

algorithm checks weather the branch cost is reached to zero. If the cost value is

equal or lower than zero, branching occurs and the cost is reset to initial value.

The propagation path continuously branches when the cost goes to zero until
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the traversal is completed. Then the child branches are created, and start

propagation after their parent path stops. This process is repeated until there is

no branch remained.

When the branching occurs, few new branches are created at the connecting

point. We set the number of new branches to 2, since more than two branches

make the whole structure of the crack pattern too complicated. The branches

have their own independent crack propagation path. They are mostly equivalent

to their parent propagation path. They can create their child branches, and their

own crack patterns. One difference between the child branches and the parent

branch is that they have different depth. The depth is a variable indicating how

many times the branching occurs. If a branch path has depth value more than

maximum depth, the branch can not create any new child branch. We introduce

the depth value to prevent infinite branching. In our algorithm, 2 or 3 is proper

depth value. If the depth value is more than 3 the overall crack patterns become

too complicated. Figure 12 demonstrates the branching process.

Although the child branches are successfully created, there is a serious

problem. If the child branches and the parent propagation path share a same

guidance vector field, the child branches tend to follow the same way of the

parent propagation path. This is because all pointers of the propagation paths

are on the same vector field. With this problem, we cannot add branching

effects to synthesized crack patterns.
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Figure 12. The branching process of our algorithm. A pointer (red dot) of a crack

propagation path are moving without branching in (a). Then the branching cost of

the pointer reaches to 0 and branching point (green dot) is located at that position in

(b). After the propagation is over, the branching point become the next start point of

child branches in (c). In next step, the child branches start moving in (d), and when

they stop travelling they create new branching points in (e). Finally in (f), all

branching processes are completed. Each branching event increases depth value of

child branches.
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To solve this problem, we use different guidance vector fields for child

branches. We use guidance vector fields with different frequencies and different

patterns of directional vectors to give the child branches more variation. Also

we give the child branches low propagation cost values for perpendicular

directions of the parent propagation path to push the pointers of child branches

far from its parent. It spreads the child branches more widely that makes them

more natural. Figure 13 shows a example case of the improved branching

algorithm.
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Figure 13. A crack propagation path and its child branches created using the improved

branching algorithm (a), a synthesized crack height map (b), a guidance vector field of the

parent propagation path (c), and a guidance vector field of the child branches (d).
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3.5 Crack Height Map Synthesis and Rendering

Crack primitive images are height maps which have their own crack

patterns. Each crack primitive image is designed to be connected with other

primitive image at its head and tail seamlessly. Multiple strands of crack pattern

are synthesized by iterating the process of connecting primitive images. Then

they are combined to one integrated crack height map. The deepest crack height

(having the smallest height value) has the highest priority that is eventually

selected as the final height value.

The final height map is converted into a normal map image. For converting

process, we employ Sobel filter which is a simple algorithm to convert a height

map to a normal map. After generating a normal map, it is blended with target

surface’s normal map. Since naive blending method between two different

normal maps generates a result with undesirable seams, we employ Poisson

blending algorithm [22] to combine them seamlessly. Figure 14 shows the

blending process.
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Figure 14. The whole blending process of crack primitive images, height maps, and

normal maps.
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4. Results

We implemented our algorithm at Intel Core i7-6900K 3.20GHz, NVIDIA

GeForce GTX 1080. In this section, we demonstrate and analyze the rendering

results including height maps, normal maps, and textured surfaces, and

rendering performance of our algorithm. Also, we analyze and discuss

parameters which affect to the rendering results.

4.1 Rendering Results

Example result images of crack patterns created by our crack synthesis

algorithm are demonstrated in figure 15 and figure 16. Each rendering result is

synthesized by four types of crack primitive images, guidance vector fields and

parameters. One strand of a crack pattern is synthesized by one type of

primitives. A user of our algorithm can synthesize various crack patterns

combining different types of primitive images and parameters. In figure 15 and

16, each example result image consists of several separated strands of crack.

Figure 15 shows crack patterns without branches, while figure 16 shows cracks

with branches.

In Figure 15 and figure 16, to render crack patterns on asphalt floor, we use

zigzagged crack primitive images to create sharp and uneven patterns. We set

the rotation coefficient  and the inertia coefficient  to medium values. This

setting of parameters creates natural and moderate crack patterns. The results
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of a marble surface consists of thin and sharp primitives. They have relatively

higher  and lower  than the patterns of the asphalt surface. It makes the

crack strands to change their directions more rapidly to express unpredictably

changing crack patterns on a solid surface. The result of sandy terrain has thick

and rough primitives to express rugged crack patterns. We set low  and high

 for the sandy terrain assuming the thick crack primitives have strong inertia

and hard to change their propagation directions.

4.2 Performance

The time required for the entire processes of our crack synthesis algorithm

to create a crack map with size of 2048×2048 was 1.511s including a process for

generating a guidance vector field (1.478s) and synthesizing and blending a

crack height map and a normal map (0.033s). The process of generating a

guidance vector field took much more time than the crack synthesis and

blending process. The amount of time increased linearly following the resolution

of the guidance vector field. The main reason of this latency is that there is a

bottleneck in where Perlin noise and a guidance vector field are generated

through only CPU computation. On the other hand, the process for synthesizing

and blending the crack height map and the normal map shows low latency,

since we implemented the process using GPU computation. The process of

synthesizing a crack height map and a normal map barely affected to whole

performance. Creating one additional strand of crack took only about 0.002s.

Most portion of time for synthesizing and blending crack maps was taken by
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the blending process, because of high computational cost of the iterative

blending process of Poisson blending algorithm.

4.3 Parameters of Primitives

The parameters including frequency , rotation coefficient , and inertia

coefficient  determine patterns of the guidance vector fields and cracks. The

guidance vector fields and crack patterns have their own setting of parameters.

Figure 17 and figure 18 demonstrate how these parameters affect to rendering

results. Figure 17 shows how  determines patterns of the guidance vector

fields, and figure 18 shows how  and  affect to appearances of crack patterns.

Here are detail descriptions of parameters.

Frequency : The frequency of Perlin noise. It determines how frequently

the value of Perlin noise and direction vectors on the guidance vector field

change. High  is suitable to cracks which have complex structures. Figure 17

shows that a crack with higher  has more distorted pattern than lower one.

Rotation coefficient : This coefficient determines how much a direction

vector rotates by the value of Perlin noise. It corresponds to a range of rotation

degree whose maximum value is 180. A higher  allows a direction vector on

the vector field to rotate more, while a lower  suppresses the direction vector

to rotate from its initial state. The high  can be used to crack patterns with

large direction changes. The top of figure 18 shows that a crack with high 

tends to change its direction more sharply from the initial direction.
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Figure 15. Result images of our crack synthesis algorithm applied to asphalt (left),

marble (middle), and sand terrain (right).
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Figure 16. Result images of synthesized crack patterns with branches in asphalt (left),

marble (middle), and sand terrain (right). See figure 15 to find primitive images of

each crack patterns.
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Figure 17. Comparison of guidance vector fields and crack rendering result affected by

frequencies of Perlin noise.

Inertia coefficient : It determines how much the direction of a crack

propagation path changes by direction vectors of its guidance vector field during

traversal. If  is high, the propagation direction is less affected by the direction

vectors. A high  are suitable to crack patterns which have smooth and gradual

curves. The bottom side of figure 18 shows that the crack with more  have

smoother slopes.
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Figure 18. Comparison of crack rendering results affected by their parameters. Top to

bottom: rotation coefficient（）and inertia coefficient（）.
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5. Conclusion

We present an example-based crack synthesis algorithm using crack

primitive images and guidance vector fields generated from Perlin noise. Our

algorithm can create crack propagation paths by employing propagation costs

and branching processes. Our algorithm converts a crack height map to a

normal map by the seamless blending process. In the result section we show

various crack patterns and analyze how the parameters change the appearances

of guidance vector fields and crack patterns. Our algorithm is simple and easy

to control, and it can synthesize natural and realistic crack patterns.

However, there are several limitations in our algorithm. First, sometimes

cracks stick together in narrow space. This problem happens when guidance

vector fields of cracks are similar causing cracks to be propagated to similar

directions, resulting ugly tangled crack patterns. Figure 19 compares a well

distributed crack pattern and the other which has this problem. Although

changing offsets of Perlin noise can ease this problem, it cannot be completely

solved. We believe that introducing a “repulsion” factor can make cracks being

separated. We believe that this solution can be implemented by preventing crack

propagation paths from proceeding other crack’s areas.

Second, our algorithm requires special types of crack primitive images which

can only be connected to other primitive images at their top center and bottom

center to create a seamless crack. This problem leads crack primitives to have

linear structures, even if their branches are created. It is hard to synthesize

more complex structures such as net-like cracks using these primitive images.
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This limitation can be solved by employing primitive images with multiple

connection points in every sides.

Figure 19. Comparison of crack rendering results: a crack pattern which has well

distributed cracks (a), and a bias net-like crack pattern (b).
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논문요약

안내 벡터 필드를 이용한 프리미티브 기반 균열 합성

성균관대학교

전자전기컴퓨터공학과

정효진

균열은 실생활에서 쉽게 찾아볼 수 있는 현상이며, 외부 충격이나 풍화 작용으로

인한 물체 표면의 변화를 효과적으로 보여준다. 일반적으로 균열 렌더링 기법은 물

리 기반 시뮬레이션을 이용하지만, 이는 계산 비용이 많이 들고 사용자가 의도한

형태나 물리적이지 않은 형태의 균열 패턴을 얻기 어렵다. 본 논문은 균열 프리미

티브 이미지와 안내 벡터 필드를 이용한 합성 기반 균열 렌더링 기법을 제안한다.

본 기법은 펄린 노이즈(Perlin noise)를 이용하여 생성한 안내 벡터 필드를 이용하

여 균열 전파 경로를 생성하여, 그 위에 균열 프리미티브 이미지를 연결하여 균열

패턴을 합성한다. 여기에서, 균열을 더 다양하게 발생시키기 위하여 균열 분기 알고

리즘을 이용한다. 생성된 여러 균열 패턴은 하나의 높이맵(height map)으로 결합

되고 이는 다시 노말맵(normal map)으로 변환된다. 마지막으로 균열 노말맵은 적용

하고자 하는 표면의 기반 노말맵에 푸아송 블랜딩(Poisson blending)을 이용하여 경

계면 없이 합성된다. 본 기법은 적은 계산 비용으로 충분히 사실적인 균열 패턴을

생성할 수 있을 뿐만 아니라, 사용자가 의도하는 대로 다양한 균열 효과를 얻을 수

있도록 한다.

주제어: 크랙, 높이맵, 노말맵, 프리미티브, 합성
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